
8 in every pore

In every pore In every pore 
Behind feather, behind the fin, inside shell. Behind feather, behind the fin, inside shell. 

In every pore In every pore 
Within the nail, beside the bone, within blood Within the nail, beside the bone, within blood 

between beak between beak 
In every pore In every pore 

The skeleton, the connective tissue, The skeleton, the connective tissue, 
the slippery skin of modern life the slippery skin of modern life 

In every pore In every pore 
In every day, in every way, In every day, in every way, 

We become a little more plastic We become a little more plastic 

“One of the greatest 
shortcomings of the hu-
man race is our inability 
to   understand the expo-
nential function. Polymer 
rapture has always held 
within it the premonition 
of disaster”.   



Project 8: Mini Plastic Ocean Opera 

Modern opera and music theatre explore subject matter in a myriad of ways and blur many tradi-
tional operatic ideas such as aria (the lyrical moments) and recitative (the narration or story telling 
text).

Research

Find out what you can about the form of aria and recitative. Use the videos below as a starting 
point:

See Bernstein on recitative 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDq4KqP7Pxs 

Description of aria at 
https://www.theopera101.com/operaabc/arias/

Throughout Synthetica, the composer experiments with both historical information and philosoph-
ical debate within the context of an emotive, musical language, collaged in with visual image and 
written quotations. She has created her own libretto from found text in ads, books, relevant quota-
tions.  Some of this is sung and some is spoken.  

Listen closely to the performance of In Every Pore.

In Every Pore uses both a melismatic setting of the idea ‘In Every Pore’ combined with an intoned, 
syllabic presentation of the rest of the text.  This is behind a repetitive musical accompaniment on 
the soundscape and interweaving with the trumpet.  

task one

8 In Every Pore
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8 In Every Pore

Composition

The most famous figure in the fight against plastics pollution is David Attenborough.  From the 
quotes on the next page, cherry pick a few words or short statements which you can set as both 
expressive, melismatic poetry and contrasting, more recitative type of information.  Try singing 
this in your head, get an idea of how this might sound.  Use repetition of certain words to get an 
idea of form.  Play around, maybe think of a harmonic sequence which could accompany this, or 
a repeated pattern, a drone, a recorded soundscape from somewhere.  Bring all these elements 
together to create a two minute operatic presentation and ask some friends to help give a perfor-
mance of your piece.  

task two
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8 In Every Pore

“In moments of great grief, that’s where you look and immerse yourself. You realise you are not immortal, 
you are not a god, you are part of the natural world and you come to accept that.”

“It’s absurd to suggest we can do totally without plastic but there are so many areas where we use plastic 
without a thought” – speaking to Sky News in 2018

“We have a responsibility, every one of us… we may 
think we live a long way from the oceans, but we don’t. 
What we actually do here, and in the middle of Asia and 
wherever, has a direct effect on the oceans – and what 
the oceans do then reflects back on us.” – Launch of Blue 
Planet II, 2017 “It seems to me that the natural 

world is the greatest source of 
excitement; the greatest source 
of visual beauty, the greatest 
source of intellectual interest.” 
It is the greatest source of so 
much in life that makes life 
worth living.”

“Every breath of air we take, every mouthful of food that we take, 
comes from the natural world. And if we damage the natural world, 
we damage ourselves.” – Discussion with Prince William at the World 
Economic Forum, Davos, 2019

“The central ingredient, a central part of human life, is a healthy planet” – Discus-
sion with Prince William at the WEF, Davos.

“If you give nature a chance, it 
recovers… if the world can get 
together and stop doing it, it 
will recover. And I am optimis-
tic.” – speaking to Sky News in 
2018


